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We study the influence of solid frictional forces acting on polymer chains moving in a random
environment. We show that the total reduction in the chain tension resulting from the small friction
between a polymer and fixed entanglement points is a steep nonlinear function of the number of
entanglements~exponential for stretched chains!. Therefore, solid friction can drastically change the
dynamics and lead to trapping of long chains with a large number of entanglements. We present
explicit results for the decrease of the chain tension in the presence of solid friction forces, for the
limiting tension values, and for trapping thresholds for charged chains in an external field. The
trapping threshold increases with the decrease of the field strength and/or application of pulsed field
sequences as compared to static high fields. Our theoretical results on trapping thresholds are in
good agreement with experimental data on DNA electrophoresis. Our model also predicts new
nonlinear dependencies for the velocity of charged chains that are dragged through the gel by
external forces. We present explicit dependencies of the velocity on charge, external force and
polymer length for charged chains in external fields and for chains dragged by external forces that
are applied only to chain ends. These dependencies are different in large and small force~field!
limits, which correspond to stretched and harmonic chains. The strong mobility on length
dependence which results from solid friction forces can serve to separate long linear charged
polymers of different molecular weight. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is considerable interest in understanding1 the
mechanism of DNA electrophoresis because of its imp
tance to molecular biology; for recent reviews see Refs. 1
The separation of the charged polymer chains of differe
length is directly related to the characteristic time requir
for external electric fieldE to drag the charged chain throug
the fixed obstacles that characterize the gel. In previous th
retical work5–17 and computer simulations18–25 the mecha-
nism responsible for the movement has been attributed
friction between the chain and the solvent as it moves alo
a random path defined by its conformation among the fix
obstacles in the gel network.

The conventional theory5–17describes correctly the main
features of gel electrophoresis in static external fieldE: In
certain length intervals the mobility of chain decreases as
inverse of the chain lengthL for the chains below some
critical length, which depends onE, temperatureT, and on
gel concentration. At largeL, the mobility becomes length
independent.~See Ref. 26 for the discussion of the decline
mobility on length dependence for low fields and high g
concentration, where the chains are strongly entangled.!

Pulsed electrophoresis in which the direction of the for
ing electric field alternates at regular intervals between a f
ward direction and a substantial orthogonal component
opposite direction, improved separation by a factor of a
proximately 100 compared to constant fie
electrophoresis.27,28 However, the conventional theory doe
not adequately describe electrophoresis of long chains.1–4,29

The most troublesome discrepancy between predictions
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conventional theory and experiment is the behavior of larg
entangled chains.3

Separation of long chains is believed to be connect
with strongly entangled chain configurations: so calledL
configuration,14 ‘‘U’’ and ‘‘J’’ configurations,12,15,16‘‘zigzag’’
or ‘‘staircase’’~see p. 32 and Fig. 5 in Ref. 3! configurations.
The length dependence of mobility that enables the sepa
tion arises from entanglements. According to Ref. 29, ‘‘unde
a given set of electrophoretic conditions,molecules larger
than a threshold size become irreversibly entrapped in th
gel matrix and fail to migrate.’’ The pulsed field increases
the probability of entangled configuration and at the sam
time it can mobilize trapped chain. The freezing thresho
N* for entrapment is inversely proportional to the voltag
gradientE.29–31According to Ref. 31 ‘‘In high electric fields,
megabase DNA fragments are found to be trapped, i.e.,
enter or migrate in gel only very slowly, if at all.’’ However
the empirical dependence presented in Ref. 31 f
N*;exp~const /E!, predicts that the freezing threshold ap
proaches a constant whenE tends to infinity. Irreversible
entanglement of charged molecules in gel matrix has al
been reported.32

The results of direct observation of charged polyme
during electrophoresis33 and the discrepancy of experimenta
data with conventional theory motivates a search for an a
ditional type of interaction of polymer chain with a gel.34

We34 introduced an additional physical mechanism tha
should be important for relaxation of entangled lon
chains—the solid friction between the segments of polym
chain and gel. We have shown that for entangled configura
tions of the polymer chain the local solid friction is propor
tional to the local tension force and it reduces the mobility o
an entangled chain by the factor which exponentially d
pends on the number of entanglements. Since the dry fricti

e.
g-
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8217S. F. Burlatsky and J. M. Deutch: Solid friction in gel electrophoresis
coefficient for the fiber–chain interaction in the presents
the solvent is small, solid friction does not change the d
namics of short chains and of large chains with small num
of entanglements. However, it can drastically change the
laxation behavior and lead to trapping of long chains w
large number of entanglements.

The existence of forces of the similar type was predict
in Ref. 35. A microscopic picture for local pinning of a lon
polymer chain by a gel fiber, which on the mesocopic sc
should lead to solid like friction forces36 was presented in
Ref. 10. In recent friction force microscopy experiments37

the oscillating in time force, acting on individual molecule
which in average results in solidlike friction for the atom
scale motion, was detected. On the other hand, the exp
ments on DNA Electrodiffusion in 2D array of posts38 indi-
cated that under particular experimental conditions a sim
post array~without solid friction effects! will probably not
give rise to strongly dispersive electrophoretic mobility
polymers. Thus, the direct experimental observations33,37,38

and the theoretical estimates10 support the conclusion tha
solid friction forces should be important in gel electrophor
sis.

In the present paper we derive the general result for
mobility of the stretched~ropelike! chain in arbitrary con-
figuration, consider some simple examples of different ch
configurations, analyze the mobility of harmonic chains, a
present the results for the solid friction induced freezi
threshold. The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II
present the microscopic equations for tension and veloc
with phenomenological friction force for each turning poin
at polymer–fiber contact; in Sec. III we derive the coar
grained functions which eliminate small scale chain fluctu
tions; in Secs. IV and V we apply these equations to
stretched and harmonic chains and in Sec. VI—to cha
which are in ‘‘close to stretched’’ state.

II. MICROSCOPIC EQUATIONS FOR TENSION AND
VELOCITY

In the conventional picture of electrophoresis an e
tended polymer chain, assumed to be uniformly charged
dragged free from entanglement about a fixed gel point
the action of external electric field. In the absence of so
friction this picture is similar to the rope being pulled over
frictionless peg through a viscous medium; the velocity w
which the rope is withdrawn is determined by a balance
the tension imposed by the external field and the visco
drag. In the presence of solid friction this velocity is reduc
by rubbing force exerted at the point of contact between
moving rope and the fixed peg.

When a segment interacts with a gel point, the cha
tension, induced by the external field, leads to the local p
ning of the chain in metastable local minima of the chain
fiber interaction potential, which are produced by the inh
mogeneity of the chain shape.10 The longer the chain and the
larger the field, the deeper is the local minima. Estima
presented in Ref. 10 show that the depth of these lo
minima is significant compared to the thermal energy for t
experimental conditions described in Refs. 27 and 28. F
ing from these metastable minima to a lower minimu
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, NDownloaded¬23¬Jan¬2004¬to¬18.51.1.222.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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causes fibers to become vibrationally exited, and the vib
tional energy is dissipated as heat. On a semiphenomenol
cal level, local pinning of a static chain and energy dissip
tion for moving chain result in rubbing friction~see Ref. 36
for the detailed discussion of the similar microscopic mod
for solid friction forces acting on monomer particles!.

Some details of the phenomenological definition of th
friction force depend on the microscopic model of the cha
For a bead and spring model of the chain@Fig. 1~a!#, where a
bead which is sliding along the gel fiber, is the source
solid friction, the microscopic magnitude of this friction
forceF rub is

F rub~n!5mNn ,

Nn5F6qE'1~Tn
21Tn

1!cos
qn

2 G ,
if 6qE'1~Tn

21Tn
1!cos

qn

2
>0, ~1a!

Nn50, if 6qE'1~Tn
21Tn

1!cos
qn

2
,0,

wheren is the segment index,m is the coefficient of sliding
friction,39 E' is the normal electric field,Nn is normal force,
exerted by the gel point on the polymer segment. The lat
force is equal to the projection of the sum of all forces actin
on the segment to normal direction at the point of bead–fib
contact. The sign of theqE term is determined by the orien-
tation ofE with respect toNn @see Figs. 1~c! and 1~d!#, Tn

1

FIG. 1. Microscopic models: a—beads and springs model, b—Euler-ty
model; c and d present different orientations of the chain with respect
external field.
o. 18, 8 November 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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8218 S. F. Burlatsky and J. M. Deutch: Solid friction in gel electrophoresis
andTn
2 are the tension forces imposed by the left and rig

neighboring springs, andqn is the angle between these tw
springs, 0,q(r ),p. For small friction coefficient,m!1,
Tn

1'Tn
2'Tn .

For gel points with a diameter much bigger thanb, the
chain can be approximately treated as a rope wrapped aro
a macroscopic obstacle@see Fig. 1~b!#. For this model one
has a famous Euler result for solid friction force~without
external field!

F rub~n!5T1~n!@12exp~2muwu!#, ~1b!

wherew is total wrapping angle, 0,w,p. For smallm it
leads toT1'T2'T and

F rub~n!5T~n!muwu. ~1c!

The above models are a simplification of the local interacti
of the fiber and the chain; we have adopted a macrosco
friction description for microscopic interaction. Howeve
only the following common main features of these mode
are important for dynamics of the chain:~1! The solid fric-
tion force is opposite to the velocity direction;~2! it in-
creases proportionally to the tension forces and it varies w
the angle which the chain makes in the interaction point. I
coarse grain description, which will be treated below, there
no significant difference between the two microscopic so
friction models exhibited.

In steady state the projection on the path of all forc
acting on monomer is equal to zero. For a monomerwhich
interacts with a fiberit leads to

bv1F rub1~Tn112Tn!2qE cos~Un!50, ~2!

where bv is friction force exerted by the solvent on th
moving segment,b is friction coefficient of each segment
Un is the angle between the external field and the direct
of chain motion, andv andq are the velocity and charge o
chain segment. Directions of all forces are presented in F
1~a! and 2.

Not each segment will interact with a gel point, if th
persistent polymer segment size ‘‘b’’ is smaller then the char-
acteristic separation between gel points ‘‘a.’’ Let us intro-
duce interaction probability function

e~n,t !5(
i

d~n2ki !, ~3!

whered is the delta function for the continuous model an
the Kronecker function for discrete chain, andki are succes-
sive numbers of segments which interact with gel fibers. F
the discrete modele(n,t) is equal to zero, if the segmen
with the numbern does not interact with any gel fiber, and
is equal to unity if it does. For example, for the configuratio
of beads and springs presented on Fig. 3—k151, k254,
k3512.

In the continuous limit, we obtain the following equatio
for the projection on the chain path of all forces acting on
arbitrary monomer

bv1me~r !@T~r !a~r !6qE sin u~r !#1
dT~r !

dn

2Eq cosu~r !50, ~4!
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For the bead and spring model—a(r )52 cos(q(r )/2), for
the Euler-type model—a(r )5uwu. If the chain does not
change direction at given point,q(r )5p and cosq50 for
bead and spring model orw50 for Euler type model, and
therefore F rub50. The chain makes different angles
0,q(r ),p ~0,w,`! at the interaction points. It is impor-
tant that both cos[q(r )/2] and uwu are always non-negative
contrary to cosU, which can have arbitrary sign. The func-
tion a(r ) can not become negative, since tension forces only
push the chain down to the obstacle in turning points of the
primitive path, where chain–fiber interaction occurs@see
Figs. 3 and Fig. 1~c! and 1~d!#. Let us also note thata is a
measure of entanglement for one chain–fiber interaction and
am is a measure of solid friction resistance per interaction for
given chain configuration.

Boundary conditions for Eq.~4! are determined by the
external forcesT0 andTN , acting on the chain ends

T~0!5T0 , ~4a!

T~N!5TN . ~4b!

These conditions allow one to determinev for given end
forces from Eq.~4!.

FIG. 2. The direction of various forces acting on a coarse grained element o
the polymer chain. The steady-state segment velocity is in the (2r ) direc-
tion so the frictional forceF rub andF fric are in (1r ) direction. The distance
dr is along the coarse grained polymer chain.

FIG. 3. A fragment of a chain. Solid line—chain segments, dashed line—
primitive path.
No. 18, 8 November 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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8219S. F. Burlatsky and J. M. Deutch: Solid friction in gel electrophoresis
In gel electrophoresis the chain can be found in coil
state, which exhibits harmonic properties and in extend
stretched state.10–12,14–24We define,r(r )[dn/dr, a linear
density of the chain along the path coordinater . By the defi-
nition it is equal to a number of segments per unit leng
along the primitive path. For stretched~ropelike! chain
r5constant51/l , where l is maximum segment size; for a
elastic chain,r is a function ofr .

The solution of Eq.~4! with boundary condition~4a! is a
nonlinear functional ofe, r, a, U, andv. The solution34 is

T~r !5c~r !T01E
0

r

c21~x!$qE@cosu~x!

6em sin u~x!#2bn%r dx, ~5!

where

ln c~r !52mE
0

r

e~x!a~x!r~x!dx.

III. COARSE GRAINED FUNCTIONS

We introduce a mean-fieldlike approximation for coar
grained~with coarse graining distancedr>a! functions for
the chain in the lattice of obstacles. The definition of t
coarse grained functionf (r ) is

f ~r !5
1

d E
r

r1d
f ~x!dx, ~6!

whered is the coarse graining distance longer thana, the
average distance between gel points~see Fig. 2!.

In order to calculate coarse grainede, we choosedr5a
and consider a fragment of the chain, which is located
tween the fiber with path coordinater and the next along the
primitive path fiber with path coordinater1a. The coarse
grained interaction probabilitye(r ) is equal to the ratio of
the number of the segments with path coordinatesx, r,x,r
1a, which interact with gel points, to the total number of th
chain segments within this interval. Two of the segments o
given chain fragment are subject to solid friction force if th
segment size is bigger then a fiber diameter40 and smaller
then a distance between gel points, see Fig. 3. Since b
segments are at the boundary of the coarse graining inter
only one is included in the number of interactions for th
interval, the other segment contributes to the neighbor
interval. Therefore the number of interactions for this inte
val is one, ande equals to inverse number of the chain se
ments for this fragment, which in turn is determined by t
coarse grained linear densityr. Since the number of chain
segments between two successive obstacles is approxim
equal tora, for coarse grainede andr we obtain

e215ra. ~7!

Formally one can write

E
ki

ki11
e~n!dn51, ~8!

since the functione(n) is equal to zero for alln in the
interval ki,n,ki11, and
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, NDownloaded¬23¬Jan¬2004¬to¬18.51.1.222.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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E
ki

ki11
@d~n2ki !1d~n2ki11!#dn51. ~9!

After the substitution,dn5r dr, we obtain

E
ki

ki11
e~n!dn5E

r ~ki !

r ~ki11!

r~x!e~n~x!!dx, ~10!

wherer (k) is the coordinate ofkth obstacle along the chain
path. Substituting local functionsr(x) and e(x) by corre-
sponding coarse grained values,r(r ) ande(r ), which arex
independent on a length scale smaller thena, and taking
advantage of the definition of the distance between two
neighboring obstacles along the chain path:
r (ki11)2r (ki)5a, we obtain Eq.~7! for coarse grained
functions.41 Note that for a completely stretched chain with
r51/l , interaction probabilitye5 l /a, which equals to the
number of segments of primitive path~interaction points!,
L/a, divided by the total number of chain segments,N5L/ l ,
whereL is entire chain length.

Since the functiona(r ) in Eqs.~1!, ~4!, and~5! is non-
negative@in contrary to cos~U!#, c(r ) in Eq. ~5! is a mono-
tonic function and one can introduce a mean functiona for a
coarse grained element of polymer chain. Strictly, the value
of a will depend on the history of the chain in electric field.34

After a long time in a large static field the long chain will
approach complete elongation anda will approach zero. In a
pulsed electrophoretic experiment, the chain has a random
orientation at the beginning of the first pulse anda is ap-
proximately 2/p radian. The entangled configurations which
are usually created in pulsed electrophoresis are character
ized by relatively large value ofa.

The coarse grained form of Eq.~4! is

bv1
1

sr
@T~r !6qE sin u~r !#1

dT~r !

rdr

2Eq cosu~r !50. ~11!

Here we introduce a ‘‘screening’’ length s, s5a/am, which
determines the length scale of solid friction resistance forces.
Equations~4!, ~5!, and ~11! are the central results of our
analysis. In next sections, we shall apply these results to
stretched and harmonic chains.

IV. STRETCHED CHAIN

For a stretched~ropelike! chain r5const. andn5rr .
The solution34 of Eq. ~11! with the boundary condition~4a!
for a stretched chain and constantv is

T~r !5expS 2
r

sD H T01qEE
0

r

expS xsD cosu~x!r dx

1bvsrFexpS LsD 21G J . ~12!

Here we ignore the term with the alternating sign,
6qE sinu(r ), because its sign change will average to zero
along the chain when there are entanglements.

The velocityv is determined from the second boundary
condition ~4b!, which leads to
o. 18, 8 November 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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8220 S. F. Burlatsky and J. M. Deutch: Solid friction in gel electrophoresis
bvrs5
exp~2L/s!T02TL
12exp~2L/s!

1
qE*0

L exp~x/s!cosu~x!r dx

exp~L/s!21
. ~13!

SinceL/a is equal to the number of segments of primitiv
path, i.e., to a total number of chain–fiber solid friction in
teractions, andam is a measure of effective friction coeffi
cient for one segment to fiber contact,L/s5amL/a, repre-
sents a measure of solid friction resistance for the stretc
chain in a given configuration.

For am50, v approaches the correct free draining lim

bv5@qEh1r21~T02TL!#/L, ~14!

where

h5E
0

L

cosU~x!dx ~15!

is the projection of the chain on the field direction.
For the chain with free ends,T05TL50, elongated in

straight configuration cos~U!5const., and no tension is in
troduced along the chain. The flux determined by Eq.~13!
for this case in the presence of solid friction, is equal to

bv5qE cos~U!, ~16!

i.e., it is the same as the flux for the chain without so
friction.

Note that Eq.~13! is not symmetrical with respect to
chain ends, since the direction ofv determines the direction
of friction force. The chain leaks from the endr5L to the
beginning r50. Equations~12! and ~13! are valid only if
v.0.

If there is no external field~or chain charge!, i.e., ifE ~or
q!50, the dependence of tension on path coordinate,T(r ), in
Eq. ~12! exponentially decreases fromT0 to TL . Thus, the
tension forceT0 ~but not TL! is screened by the effect o
solid friction. Random chains that are longer then th
screening (or threshold) length s5a/(am) experience an ex-
ponentially small tension and accordingly distant segme
will not be moved by any externally applied force—the cha
cannot be pulled out of the tube. In such a case an exponen
tially small but finite forceTL will keep the chain in the
tube.42 In real systems such force could be provided by cha
stiffness or/and by fluctuation-induced effects.

The steady state segment velocity for the chain leav
at r50 with free end,TL50, andE50 is equal to

bv5
T0

rs@exp~L/s!21#
, ~17!

which approaches correct free draining limitv5T0/(brL) if
m tends to zero. The first terms on the right-hand sides
Eqs. ~12! and ~13! provide a straightforward analog of th
Euler result. In the Euler case absolute value ofmw is a
measure of solid friction resistance for the rope wrapp
around a single obstacle, while,L/s5amL/a, is a measure
of solid friction resistance for a chain that makes rando
angles.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,Downloaded¬23¬Jan¬2004¬to¬18.51.1.222.¬Redistribution¬subject
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A. ‘‘L’’ configuration: Dynamic case

We consider now in more detail the simplest particula
conformation of the coarse grained chain with free ends—
so-called ‘‘L’’ configuration14 depicted in Fig. 4. In sym-
metrical ‘‘L’’ configuration with two arms of the chain,
which make symmetrical constant angles with respect to th
electric field, cos[U(r )]52cos~U! for 0,r,L1 ~i.e., for
the left, leading, arm of the chain! and cos[U(r )]5cos~U!
for L1,r,L11L2 ~i.e., for the right, trailing, arm of the
chain!; andU5constant. For this configuration Eq.~13! re-
duces to

bv5qE cosuS 22exp~2L1 /s!2exp~L2 /s!

exp~L2 /s!2exp~2L1 /s! D . ~18!

Note that this expression is not symmetric inL1 andL2 .
It corresponds to the physical case wherev.0 in the direc-
tion indicated in Fig. 4. It follows thatL1 must be greater
thenL2 . In the limit m→0, the flux approaches

bv5qE cosU
L12L2
L11L2

, ~19!

which is the expected result.15

In the opposite limit ifL2 is large enough~but smaller
thanL1! the chain will remainfrozenin gel. In contrast to a
chain without charge, a charged chain in the given configu
ration can be trapped without any external forces acting on
chain ends. Consider the extreme case whenL1 tends to
infinity. According to Eq.~18!, the flux vanishes when the
solid friction coefficient reaches the value:

L25s ln~2!. ~20!

This result can be understood by noting that as the lead
ing arm becomes infinitely long, its net effect is to place a

FIG. 4. Polymer chain in ‘‘L’’ configuration. The electric fieldE pulls the
chain in the direction of lengtheningL2 . The in set indicates that on smaller
length scales the chain has achieved more favorable conformations wi
respect to the gel points and provides an averaged value ofa.
No. 18, 8 November 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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8221S. F. Burlatsky and J. M. Deutch: Solid friction in gel electrophoresis
tension at the apex point, at the end of the trailing arm. In t
presence of the solid friction this tension approaches a li
iting value

Tlim5rs~qE cosU2vb!. ~21!

Equation~13! for the trailing arm with boundary conditions

T~L1!5Tlim , ~22a!

T~L11L2!50, ~22b!

leads to Eq.~20! asv tends to zero. Note that without solid
friction Tlim increases as a linear function ofL2 , i.e., solid
friction provides screening of tension and therefore intro
duces a finite limiting value for the tension of entangle
chains.

B. ‘‘L’’ configuration: Static case

Let us consider the chain in the nonsymmetrical43 ‘‘ L’’
configuration. In this configuration the leading and the tra
ing arms make different angles with the field. We examin
the static case, whenv equals zero. In this case the solid
friction force acting on a segment is directed opposite to t
direction of apossible moveof this segment, i.e., is opposite
to the projection on the chain path of all other forces. Let
introduce a turning point, with a coordinate along the prim
tive path r5L11x. At this point the solid friction force
changes its direction. For the segments with path coordin
smaller thanx, the direction of possible move is the same a
indicated in Fig. 4. For the segments with path coordina
larger thenx, the direction of possible move is opposite t
the direction indicated in Fig. 4. Location of the turnin
point tends to the end of trailing arm, i.e.,x tends toL2 ,
when the movement of the whole chain begins and sta
description becomes invalid. The equations forT(r ) read

T

rs
1

dT

r dr
2Eq cosu150 0,r,L1 ,

T

rs
1

dT

r dr
1Eq cosu250 L1,r,L11x, ~23!

2
T

rs
1

dT

r dr
1Eq cosu250 L11x,r,L11L2 .

Note the sign before the solid friction termT/rs. Equations
~23! together with free ends boundary conditions,

T~0!5T~L11L2!50, ~24!

continuity equations for tension at the apex point,

lim
e→0

T~L12e!5 lim
e→0

T~L11e!, ~25!

and continuity equations for tension at the turning point,

lim
e→0

T~L11x2e!5 lim
e→0

T~L11x1e!, ~26!

lead to exponential change inT(r ): growth fromT(r )50 at
beginning point to

T~L1!5srE cosu1q@12exp~2L1 /s!# ~27!

at apex point, decrease to
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T~L11x!5srE cosu2q$12exp@2~L22x!/s#% ~28!

at turning point, and then decrease to zero at the end po
The turning point location is

x5L21s lnS 1
2A12expS 2

L2
s D H 11

cosu1
cosu2

F12expS 2
L1
s D G J D .

~29!

For a symmetrical case withU15U2 andL15L2 , the turning
point coincides with the apex point:x50, which means that
the possible move direction for the left arm is to the left, an
for the right arm is to the right. The static solution exists
the argument of square root in right side of Eq.~29! is non-
negative. For symmetrical configuration, withU15U2, and
with large leading arm,L1@s, the static solution exists only
if

L2.s ln~2!, ~30!

i.e., under mobility threshold, which is predicted by Eq.~20!.
For largeL1 and L2 , L1 , L1@a/(am), the turning point
location is of the order of screening length:

x5s ln
cosu21cosu1

2 cosu2
. ~31!

If x becomes larger thenL2 , the chain starts to move.When
cosU2 tends top/2, x tends to infinity, which means tha
change in the field orientation can ‘‘unfreeze’’ the trappe
chain.

C. ‘‘U’’-shaped configuration

The influence of solid friction on the dynamics o
stretched chains in other situations can also be investiga
For example, a long polymer chain, where the arms are le
ing from the end of entangled region, as depicted in Fig.
corresponds to ‘‘U’’-shaped configuration,12,16 which pre-
sents a physical situation envisioned in most of lattice co
puter simulation studies.10,15,18–22 Similar configurations
have been observed experimentally.33,44 In this situation the
effect of solid friction is only present on the central arm

FIG. 5. Polymer chain in U-shaped configuration with unequal arms cau
over gel points. The external field is directed downward.
o. 18, 8 November 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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8222 S. F. Burlatsky and J. M. Deutch: Solid friction in gel electrophoresis
which is oriented perpendicular to the electric field an
thereforeT(r ) for the stretched chain can be determine
from Eq. ~5! with

ln c~r !50, for 0,r,L1 and

for L11L2,r,L11L21L3 , ~32a!

ln c~r !5~r2L1!/s for L1,r,L11L2 . ~32b!

Substituting these functions and using the free ends bou
ary conditions,

T~0!5T~L11L21L3!50, ~33!

we obtain

bv5qEF L1 exp~2L2 /s!2L3
L1 exp~2L2 /s!1L31s@12exp~2L2 /s!#G .

~34!

If L1.L3 exp[L2/s] the chain will move with a velocity
that extends the larger armL1 until the chain leaks from the
entangled region. However, ifL3,L1!L3 exp[L2/s] then
the solution to Eq.~11! is v50 indicating thatthe chain is
frozen.42 There is no value of external electric field that ca
overcome the solid friction from the entangled region f
given configuration.

Again we conclude thatsolid friction predicts freezing of
entangled configuration of long chains; this freezing does n
arise in the conventional picture. In the limit of perfectly
stretched chains which was considered in present section
threshold of freezing, which is presented by Eq.~20! and Eq.
~30! and can be extracted from Eq.~34!, does not depend
explicitly on E.

In the limit of no friction, m50, Eq. ~34! leads to the
expected result:15,16,18

bv5qE
L12L3

L11L21L3
, ~35!

which shows that the flux is proportional to the difference
length of the dangling chain ends along the field direction
L2 tends to zero, the expression forv in Eq. ~34! reduces to
the form of Eq.~35!, without solid friction andL250, as
expected from simulation results of the chain trapped abo
single gel point.15,16,18 This reflects the fact that slowing
down of chain leakage from solid friction only occurs whe
there is entanglement over large distance.45 Previous work
has assumed that slow mobility arises from a small net el
tric force due to close initial length of the arms of the cha
wrapped about a single gel obstacle. However, sim
estimates38 also show that these configurations are unstab
and, therefore, can not significantly change the mobility. T
direct observations33 show that such configurations soon sl
off. In contrast, open circular DNA migrates much mo
slowly46 which we attribute to entanglement and resultin
solid friction.

The experimental significance of solid friction is clear
illustrated by the result of leakage from ‘‘U’’ configurations
Successful separation requires length dependence of the
bility mmoband solid friction discriminates chains of differen
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length. The mobility isv/E wherev is the average velocity
over the lengthL1 as the chain leaks from the entangled
region. This average velocity is

v̄5
1

L2L lim
E
L lim

L

dL1v~L1!, ~36!

whereL lim is the minimum length where leakage alongL1
begins andL is the total polymer chain length.

Consider the limiting case whereL350 andL lim50. If
there is no solid frictionthenmmob5[q/2b] according to Eq.
~36! which is of the same order as the free draining solution
value andindependent of chain length. On the other hand,if
solid friction is present, then according to Eq.~35! there is
significant reduction and length dependence of this average
velocity and mobility as illustrated in Fig. 6.

Available experimental information26 at low static fields
but high gel concentration where strong entanglement is ex
pected, indicates a decline of mobility with long chain length
greater than predicted by biased reptation theory.6–9,13

Similar ‘‘U’’-shaped configurations should be important
for the penetration of a chain into a gel. In this case the
horizontal arm lies on the top of the gel and two vertical
arms enter it at random penetration points. Contrary to the
above case the horizontal arm is not entangled and the effec
of solid friction is present only on the vertical arms. An
external constant field forces the elongation of the larger ver-
tical arm. The analysis of the influence of solid friction leads
to the conclusion that the chain becomes trapped if the
smaller horizontal arm is larger then the mobility threshold.
Change in the direction of the field can ‘‘unfreeze’’ the chain.

V. HARMONIC CHAIN

A. Mobility of the chain driven by one end

In order to explain by example the main features of solid
friction for an elastic chain let us consider Euler-type model
presented in Fig. 7 for a small harmonic string, which is
pulled around the obstacle by two frictionless ropes in the

FIG. 6. Average flux for leakage from U-shaped polymer configuration in
the gel. The leakage begins with the entire polymer of lengthL aligned
perpendicular to the field and ends with the entire polymer aligned parallel
to the field.
No. 18, 8 November 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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8223S. F. Burlatsky and J. M. Deutch: Solid friction in gel electrophoresis
small friction limit. For the harmonic string the Eq.~1c!
remains valid. However, the anglew gains a dependence o
the tangential tension force

T5g~w2w0!, ~37!

wherew0 is the initial angle for zero tension, andg}w0
21 is

the effective elasticity constant. By the substitution of t
anglew from Eq. ~37! to Eq. ~1c! we obtain

F rub5mTFTg 1w0G . ~38!

For the harmonic spring the increase of tension leads to
elongation of the spring, and therefore, to the increase of
anglew, and simultaneously leads to the increase of norm
reaction force. Therefore, the dependence of a frictio
force on tension~38! is nonlinear.

For successive harmonic springs with coordinatesr i the
tension is a linear function of the distance between the ne
boring segments

T5g ~r i112r i2l0!, ~39!

wherel 0 is the equilibrium length of a spring and the effe
tive elasticityg is inverse proportional tol 0 . In the continu-
ous limit

r215
dr

dn
5r i112r i , ~40!

which leads to the following dependence of linear density
tension

r5
1

T/g1 l 0
. ~41!

Substitution of this expression for the density in Eq.~11!
leads to

bv1
T~T/g1 l 0!

s
1
dT

dn
2qE cosu50. ~42!

For a harmonic polymer chain, the elasticity arises fro
entropy effects. In this case,l 050, the effective elasticity
constant g53W/b2, where W is thermal energy and
W5Boltzmann’s constant times the temperature.47 Thus, for
the harmonic chain, we found

FIG. 7. A harmonic spring which is subject of solid friction is pulled arou
the obstacle by the frictionless ropes.
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bv1
T2

gs
1
dT

dn
2qE cosu50. ~43!

For the harmonic chain, the increase of tension leads to th
elongation of the chain, and therefore, to the increase of th
number of contacts with fibers, and simultaneously leads t
the increase of the normal reaction force for each contac
Therefore the solid friction term on the right-hand side of Eq
~43! is proportional to the square of the tension force.

First consider a chain withq ~or E!50, which contains
N segments. The chain is pulled at the right leading end b
the constant forceF(0) through an entangled region, as de-
picted in Fig. 8. We suppose that during the motion the chai
reproduces similar entanglements. The solution of the Eq
~43! with qE50 is

arctan@T~n!/Agsbv#

Abv/gs
5A2n, ~44!

whereA and v are determined by the boundary conditions
Eqs. ~4a! and ~4b! with T0.TN . We examine the different
regimes of motion.

1. Small tension

For small tension, when

TN,T0 ~45!

and

T0!Agsbv, ~46!

we expand arctan in Eq.~44! for small argument and obtain
the correct free dragging limit

bv5@T02TN#/N. ~47!

Substitution of Eq.~47! into Eq. ~46!, leads to the criteria of
small tension

T!T* , ~48!

whereT* is thecritical tension,

T*5gs/N, ~49!

which equals the tension, which stretches the elastic chai
that contains N harmonic springs, to the screening length s.

d

FIG. 8. Elastic chain driven through the gel by the external forceF(0). The
set of arrows on the right from the leading chain end indicates that due t
fluctuations and/or change of the direction of the forceF(0) the chain re-
produces self similar entanglements.
No. 18, 8 November 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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8224 S. F. Burlatsky and J. M. Deutch: Solid friction in gel electrophoresis
2. High tension, T 0 >T* , at the leading end of the
chain and zero tension T N50, at the trailing end of the
chain

The asymptotic expansion for arctan for large argume
leads to

v5
p 2gs

4b~N1gs/T0!
2 . ~50!

The limiting velocity forNT0@gs is

bv5
p 2gs

4N2 5
p 2Ws

4b2N2 . ~51!

This limiting velocity is independent ofT0 , decreases as
N22, and depends on both friction coefficientsb andam. It
is approximately equal to the chain velocity which should
produced by the critical tension Eq.~48! in the free dragging
limit ~47!. The result predicted by the Eq.~51! is unusual
because the limiting velocity is independent of the force. W
present below a qualitative analysis of Eq.~43! for a more
general case.

3. High tension at the leading end of the chain,
T0 @T* , and low tension at the trailing end, T N !T* .

We denote the number of segments in the vicinity of t
leading chain end asn1 . For these segments the tension
high. We denote the number of the segments in the vicin
of the trailing chain end asn2 . For these segments the ten
sion is low. In order to obtain a qualitative estimate for th
velocity we assume that there is a sharp boundary betw
the high tension region and the low tension region and, the
fore, thatn11n25N.

For the leading end of the chain, 0,n,n1 , the tension
is high, and therefore the solid friction term,T2/gs, is larger
than the solvent friction term,bv, and Eq.~43! ~with qE50!
can be approximated as

T2

gs
1
dT

dn
50. ~52!

The solution of Eq.~52! decreases as

T~n!5
T0

nT0 /gs11
. ~53!

For

n@gs/T0 ~54!

T(n) loses its dependence onT0 , and the net tension, which
the end of the high tension fragment of chain places at
beginning of the low tension fragment of the chain is equ
to

T~n1!5gs/n1 . ~55!

For the low tension region, Eq.~43! reduces to

bv1
dT

dn
50 ~56!

with boundary conditionsT(N)5TN andT(N2n2)5T(n1).
The solution is
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bv5
T~n1!2TN

n2
. ~57!

At the boundary between high and low tension regions, t
solvent friction termbv is equal to the solid friction term,
T2/gs:

bv5T~n1!
2/gs. ~58!

Taking advantage of Eqs.~55!, ~57!, and~58!, we obtain

n15
gs

TN
S 12A12

NTN
gs D . ~59!

For smallTN , this leads to

n1'n2}N/2 ~60!

and

bv}
gs2NTN

N2 , ~61!

which coincides with Eq.~51! for TN50.
Extrapolation of the results Eqs.~60! and ~61! to inter-

mediate trailing end tensions,TN →gs/N5T * , leads to
n1→N andv→0. Thus forTN→T* the chain becomes fro-
zen for arbitrary large tension,T0.TN at the leading end of
the chain. For large leading end tension,T0@T* , and small
trailing end tension,TN!T* , the chain velocity is deter-
mined by Eq.~61! or Eq.~51! and does not depend onT0 and
TN . For this case, the net effect of the increase of the ext
nal force is to increase the lengths of the chain segments
the small chain region containingn segments,n,NT* /T0
~n is much smaller thenN sinceT*!T0!, near the leading
chain end. The dependence ofv onT0 vanishes, because the
friction term for the given chain fragment increases with th
increase ofT0 , due to the elongation of the chain, which
leads to an increase of the total number of interactions w
the gel points. The increase of force is compensated by
consequent increase of solid friction. The velocity is inver
proportional toN2, since the effective tension force~55!,
which drives the chain, and the net solvent–chain frictio
~57! are both inverse proportional toN @see Eq.~61!#.

One can argue48 that the harmonic chain approximation
is inapplicable to long chains since the computer simulati
indicates that long chains are aligned by the field a
stretched. We estimate the validity of the pure harmonic a
proximation by considering an anharmonic chain wit
springs whose extension reaches a maximum valuel when
the tension tends to infinity. The harmonic approximatio
becomes invalid ifT0 is of the order ofg l which is much
smaller than the critical tension,T* , if N@p2s/ l . Therefore
a sufficiently long chain can remain harmonic and at th
same time exert high solid friction and obey the unusu
dependence Eqs.~51! and~61!. Note, however, that for long
chains which perform reptation in tubes, the effective e
tensile forces can provide high solid friction effects and com
plicate the chain dynamics. For the stretched chain, Eq.~21!
shows that there is a limiting tension within the long en
tangled chain that will not be exceeded when the cha
length increases. We now demonstrate a similar result for
harmonic chain.
o. 18, 8 November 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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B. ‘‘L’’ configuration

We consider a charged harmonic chain withqE.0 and
with free ends in nonsymmetrical ‘‘L’’ configuration, see
Fig. 4. Taking advantage of Eq.~43! we obtain the following
equations of motion

bv1
T2

gs
1
dT

dn
2qE cosu150, ~62a!

bv1
T2

gs
1
dT

dn
1qE cosu250, ~62b!

for the left, leading, arm, 0,n,N1 , and for the right, trail-
ing, arm,N1,n,N11N2 , correspondingly. For the leading
arm the solution with zero boundary conditions atn50 is

T~n!5 f
12exp~2hn!

11exp~2hn!
, ~63!
b

l
n
g
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where

h52A~qE cosU12bv !

gs
~64!

and

f5Ags~qE cosU12bv !. ~65!

Note that foram50 ~or for smalln! the frictionless limit

T5~qE cosU12bv !n ~66!

is regained. In the presence of solid friction, the tension o
the harmonic chain approaches finite limit, which is equal t
f , asn tends to infinity.Thus, solid friction reduces the lim-
iting tension in both cases, i.e., or stretched and harmon
chains.49

The solution of Eq.~62b! ~for the trailing arm! leads to
arctan@T~N1!/Ags~bv1qE cosU2!#2arctan@T~n!/Ags~bv1qE cosU2!#

A~bv1qE cosU2!/gs
5n2N1 . ~67!
s

e
o

t

d

n

e

Taking advantage of the zero boundary condition
T(N11N2)50, and of largeN1 limit, which provides
T(N1)5 f , we obtain for the velocity

arctanAqE cosU12bv
bv1qE cosU2

5N2A~bv1qE cosU2!

gs
.

~68!

This equation does not have a positive solution if the num
of segments in the trailing arm is greater then the thresh
value,N* ,

N*5A gs

qE cosU2
arctanAcosU1

cosU2

'
p

4
A gs

qE cosU2
5

p

4
A Ws

b2qE cosU2
. ~69!

Here an increase in the field leads to the decrease of
critical value of N2. Note thatN* tends to infinity when
cosU 2 tends top/2 which means that the change in the fie
orientation can ‘‘unfreeze’’ the trapped harmonic chai
[compare with Eq. (31) for the stretched chain]. This su
gests an explanation of the increase of penetration of lo
chains into gels in pulsed electrophoresis as compared
static field.

Taking advantage of a commonly accepted estimate6,8,11

for the typical cosine of the angle between the tube segm
and external field in the limit of low,qEa,W, field:

cosU'qEa/kT, ~70!

we obtain

N*'pW/4qEbAam ~71!

for the mobility threshold of harmonic chain.
N¬
,

r
ld

he

-
g
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nt

The dependence on the temperature predicted by~70! is
not apparent, sincem anda should depend onW. Also ther-
mal fluctuations can significantly reduce trapping. Moreover,
a will depend onE in different electrophoretic experiments.
However for a given conformation of the chain Eq. (70)
explicitly predicts for N* the same dependence on E as that
has been experimentally determined.29 An increase of gel
concentration, external field or number of chain segments
lead to the stretching of the chain. We assume, that the
threshold on E dependence which was reported in Ref. 31 is
the crossover to the field independentvalue that is predicted
by Eqs.~20! and ~30! for perfectly stretched chain.

VI. TRAPPING THRESHOLD BEHAVIOR NEAR THE
STRETCHED CHAIN LIMIT

For a perfectly stretched chain, Eqs.~20! and ~30! pre-
dict a field independent trapping limit. This prediction agrees
with experimental results. However the experimental depen-
denceN*;exp ~const /E! ~Ref. 31! contains much more in-
formation. Particularly, it predicts the high field limit

N*;11const /E. ~72!

The chain in gel can be stretched by different physical
reasons: small diameter of gel pores, tube fluctuations, seg-
ment rigidity and a high electrical field. We will examine
only the high field in order to obtain a simple estimate for
trapping threshold behavior.

The typical cosine of the angle between the external field
and the chain, which is stretched by the field is equal to6,8,11

^cosU&5cothS qEa2W D2
2W

qEa
. ~73!
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8226 S. F. Burlatsky and J. M. Deutch: Solid friction in gel electrophoresis
For high fields, this leads to the typical value of the cosin
which is of the order of unity. Note that for small fields i
leads to Eq.~70! which we have used for harmonic chains

For the Rouse bead and spring model with anharmo
springs the distance between two consecutive beadsDr is
equal to

Dr5 l S cothbTW2
W

bTD , ~74!

whereb is Kuhn~segment! length of polymer;l is maximum
spring length.50 For small tensions it leads to harmonic be
havior; for high tension it leads to

Dr' l S 12
W

bTD . ~75!

In order to evaluate the trapping threshold behavior w
shall examine a symmetricalL configuration, see Fig. 5,
with an infinitely long leading arm in a static case. The tra
ping threshold can be determined as the maximum numbe
segments of the trailing arm, which can be confined by t
net tension placed by the leading arm at the apex point.
this case the location of the turning point is at the end of t
trailing arm. This leads to the zero boundary condition fo
the tension at this point.51 In the continuous limitr'(Dr )21

@see Eq.~40!#, Eqs.~11! and~75! lead to the following equa-
tions for trailing and leading arm:

l

s S T2
W

b D1
dT

dn
2qE cosU50, ~76a!

l

s S T2
W

b D1
dT

dn
1qE cosU50. ~76b!

As the leading arm tends to infinity, its net effect is to plac
the tensionTlim at the apex point. This limiting tension is
determined by

l

s S Tlim2
W

b D5qE cosU. ~77!

By integration of Eq.~76b! for the trailing arm with bound-
ary conditions

T~0!5Tlim , ~78a!

T~N* !50, ~78b!

we obtain

ln
qEb cosU2Wam l

2qEb cosU
52

l

s
N* . ~79!

In the high tension limit, which is under consideration her
we retain only the two first terms in the expansion of th
left-hand side of Eq.~79!. This leads to the result:

N*5
s

l
ln~2!1

W

qEb
1••• . ~80!

The first term in~80! is the same as the threshold limit for a
completely stretched chain which is presented by Eqs.~20!
and~30!. The second term presents the relaxation to the lim
iting value, which agrees with experimental dependen
~72!.
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VII. CONCLUSION

Thus, the theoretical results on trapping thresholds pre
sented in this work, Eqs.~20!, ~71!, and ~80!, are in good
quantitative agreement with experimental data. Qualitatively
our results agree with experimental results on gel depen
dence of electrophoretic mobility.52,53Our model predicts the
following.

~1! The decrease of tension in presence of solid friction
forces and presents explicit expressions for the limiting
tension values Eqs.~63!, ~64!, ~77!, and~21!.

~2! The increase of the trapping thresholds with the decreas
of the electric field and/or application of pulsed electro-
phoresis as compared to static high fields, Eqs.~20!,
~71!, ~80! and Eqs.~31!, ~69!.

~3! New nonlinear dependencies for the velocity of charged
chains, that are dragged through the gel by externa
forces, applied to chain ends and/or by an external field
acting on chain segments, for harmonic chains Eqs.~44!,
~51!, ~61! and for stretched chains Eqs.~13! and ~17!.
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